
Book Dr. Amanda Now:

www.BookDrAmanda.com

No Fucking Around Mindset Strategies That Magnetize Money
Dr. Amanda - "The Money Healer"

NFA NFA MONEYMONEY TALKS TALKS
GENIUS BASED LEADERSHIP

Understand the neuroscience behind why
you’re overwhelmed, procrastinating, and
doubting yourself.

Discover your unique Zone of Genius Values
to be confident, clear, and focused, and
take inspired action.

Know how to maximize your leadership
potential by aligning with your Zone of
Genius Values every day.

Elevate team connectivity to uplevel the
company vibe.

Increase leadership performance to
maximize company ROI.

This is a brain-altering, interactive program
designed to transform business professionals
from the inside out, turning them into magnetic
leaders. After this talk, you’ll never be the
same!

During the session, you will learn why your Zone
of Genius Values are the key to unlocking your
potential and how to discover your Zone of
Genius Values so you can lead yourself, your
team, and your life with deliberate, inspired
action.

Optimize personal success by reducing
overwhelm and increasing focused productivity
to lead with confidence, cultivate team
connectivity, and maximize company
profitability after this transformative
presentation.

After this program you will be able to:

@NFAMoney:www.nfaMoney .com BookDramanda@nfaMoney.com

It’s a wonderful circle! Working with Dr. Amanda
has significantly up-leveled my personal and
professional development. I am constantly finding
examples of my increased level of consciousness
which has allowed me to move toward my “zone of
genius.” Doing the work that she suggests has
increased not only my consciousness, but I also
feel a stronger connection with God and overall
more joy. Thank you Dr. A! I look forward to our next
time together!”

 Lindsay Rice - CEO of Rice Properties Group

Dr Amanda is certified
in Dr. John Demartini's
Values Determination
Process®. This is the
tool she uses for
helping others
discover their values-
based inner genius.

My consciousness has up-
leveled so much that my
actions are taken with clarity
and confidence. And when I
experience that, I stop and
move into gratitude because
she reminded me that a focus
on gratitude will provide more
of what I desire! #Abundance!!! 

 

See their interview by clicking here.

NFA Money Mama
Mastermind. She’s an
international bestselling
author and speaker, the
host of The Woman
Entrepreneur Podcast and
the NFA Money YouTube
Channel. She's been
featured on over 150
podcasts, sharing tips on
how to uplevel your money
mindset to manifest easier
money in your business.

Dr. Amanda Barrientez - known as "The Money Healer" - is
the founder of NFA - No Fucking Around - Money and the 
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